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Facts versus Faith

There is a war going on between those who believe that human activities 
are responsible for global warming and those who don’t. Contrary to 
the way the debate is often framed by the media, those who believe in 
anthropogenic global warming (AGW) do not hold the high ground, 
-$&"'%&=$233A9)0*"&!)$!&%&$-)4.9

Scientists have known for centuries that the Sun, cloud cover, oceans, 
etc. are the principal drivers of temperature change, even without fully 
understanding the mechanisms or interactions. This hypothesis has been 
evolving for centuries, but such hypotheses, especially those elements that 
are the least understood, are always subject to challenge.

:)$.78"%&'()*A8.%*"-&-)76-%)B")$.'=!7"4)BA)$.'-&4"!2B3")"+&4"'$")2'4)
endure all attempts to disprove it before it can be considered a legitimate 
competitor to the status quo. The hypothesis advocating that human-
generated carbon dioxide (CO2) is responsible for heating and cooling 
%*")2%7.-8*"!")*2-)'.%)-2%&-="4)"&%*"!)./) %*"-")$!&%"!&29) 5')-8&%")./) %*&-<)
alarmists have succeeded in labeling us “deniers,” as if we are denying 
2) 8!"C"D&-%&'() %!6%*9) 0*") 2883&$2%&.') ./) %*") -$&"'%&=$) 8!.$"--) *2-) B""')
bypassed in the new social/political culture with little opposition from 
lifelong scientists—until relatively recently.

The current debate is not unlike Galileo’s historic disagreement with the 
Catholic Church, or the battle over evolution versus creationism. In all 
three cases, facts are pitted against faith and science against religion. The 
$.'#&$%).+"!)(3.B23),2!7&'()*2-)4"%"!&.!2%"4)&'%.)2)!"3&(&.6-),2!)B"%,""')
true believers in AGW and non-believers, the so-called “skeptics.”

Like Galileo and Darwin, skeptics refuse to accept an article of popular 
belief simply on faith in authority. And like the Catholic Church and 
Darwin’s critics, no evidence can convince the true believers in human-
caused global warming that their faith is wrong.
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AGW true believers are past the point of considering evidence. They 
cannot be reasoned out of their position, because it wasn’t reason that got 
them there, it was emotion and politics. Advocacy has replaced objective 
"+2362%&.')./)42%2<)2'4)-$&"'%&=$)42%2E!"(2!43"--)./)%*")26%*.!&%A)./)&%-)
source or importance in the debate—are ignored and suppressed, or the 
messengers are attacked.

F3.B23)$3&72%")$*2'(")&-)2)-$&"'%&=$)G6"-%&.'<)4"72'4&'()-$&"'%&=$)42%2)
for understanding, but until very recently, it looked like subjective opinion 
was winning. Thankfully, some scientists have been willing to risk their 
$2!""!-) BA) -8"2>&'() .6%) 2(2&'-%):FH)4.(729)I&-$3.-6!"-) ./) -$&"'%&=$)
/!264) BA) %*") 3"24&'() 24+.$2%"-) ./) :FH<) 23.'() ,&%*) '",) -$&"'%&=$)
discoveries and cooling global temperatures, have all helped bring the 
world back from the brink of adopting some utterly unnecessary and truly 
harmful limitations on human progress.

In the end, science will win—as it always does—but not without some 
painfully rude awakenings by Al Gore, President Barack Obama, and 
millions of others who can’t handle the truth.

/012'345678929':7;<

Public debate should be focused on what scientists know about the causes 
of global temperature changes and whether we can do anything to control 
.!) &'#6"'$") %*") %"78"!2%6!")./) .6!)832'"%9) 5-) (3.B23),2!7&'() 2)'2%6!23)
inevitability, or is it anthropogenic—human caused? 

J'") !"2-.') /.!) B"3&"/) &'):FH) &-) %*") -24) -%2%") ./) -$&"'%&=$) 3&%"!2$A) &')
America today. A 2006 National Science Foundation survey found 24 
percent of Americans did not know the Earth revolves around the Sun.1 
Such widespread ignorance leaves our society vulnerable to the emotional 
appeal of AGW.
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Determining the temperature of the Earth, past or present, is a matter of 

collecting data, analyzing them, and coming up with the best explanation 

to account  for  the data. Scientists have used proxy data  to estimate  the 

temperature of the Earth going back for millennia. (See Figure 1.) To say 

the Earth has been warming is to state the obvious. Since the end of the 

last Ice Age, Earth’s temperature has increased approximately 12 degrees 

Celsius. That is certain and measurable evidence of warming, but since the 

warming started before a human presence made an impact, it is evidence 

of natural variability, not proof of AGW.

=>?@AB'CD''EF;GH'I121'90;<'J192'26KJ6F12LF69'<6F6'9;K68K69'05M06F'17I'9;K68K69'N;<6F'2017'
today’s temperatures.

Source: D. DahlJensen, et al., Science, Vol. 282 (October 9, 1998).
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K$&"'%&-%-) *2+") B""') 6'2B3") %.) ='4) 2) !"32%&.'-*&8) B"%,""') &'46-%!&23)
activity or energy consumption and global temperatures. Carbon dioxide 
emissions have risen steadily since the start of the industrial revolution, 
but temperatures have risen, fallen, risen again, and more recently begun 
to fall again. (See Figure 2.) Correlation doesn’t prove causation, but a 
persistent lack of correlation (as between human emissions of carbon 
dioxide and temperatures) can disprove a hypothesis. In contrast to their 
&'2B&3&%A) %.) ='4) "+&4"'$") &') -688.!%) ./):FH<) -$&"'%&-%-) *2+") /.6'4) 2')
"D$"33"'%)$.!!"32%&.')B"%,""')#6$%62%&.'-)./)-.32!)2$%&+&%A)2'4)%*")L2!%*M-)
temperature. (See Figure 3.)

Science tells us the Earth has been warming and cooling for the past 
4.6 billion years. Most recently, it has been warming—ever so slightly—
but there is nothing unusual about it. Changes in the Earth’s temperature 
have occurred many times in our climatic history, even just since the 
industrial revolution.

=>?@AB'OD''/05N6'41FP;7'I5;G5I6'4;74672F18;79'01Q6'F5967'9261I5NHR'26KJ6F12LF69'01Q6'F5967R'
S1NN67R'F5967R'17I'S1NN67'1M157D

Source: Willie W.-H. Soon, Geophysical Research Letters, 2005.
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Advocates of AGW have been working overtime to obfuscate the 
issue. When the best available temperature data (from satellites) began 
showing a leveling off of temperatures and then a slight cooling trend 
beginning in the late 1990s, the alarmists began dropping “global 
warming” from their vocabularies in favor of “global climate change.” 
Who can argue that the climate isn’t changing? It’s always changing!

Sure, climate change is occurring, but this is not evidence that humans 
2!")&'#6"'$&'()%*")%"78"!2%6!")./).6!)832'"%)%.)2'A)7"2-6!2B3")4"(!""9)5')
fact, any human contribution to global temperature change is probably lost 
in the noise of natural terrestrial and cosmic factors.

T06'U59957M'V;79679L9

@32&7-) %*2%) %*"!") &-) 2) N-$&"'%&=$) $.'-"'-6-O) .') %*") $26-"-<) "D%"'%<)
or consequences of climate change are simply false. While climate 

FIGURE 3. ?N;P1N'26KJ6F12LF69'4N;96NH'2F14W'4017M69'57'2;21N'9;N1F'5FF1I51746R'9LMM6987M'206'9L7'
41L969'<1FK57M'17I'4;;N57M'2F67I9D

Source: Willie W.-H. Soon, Geophysical Research Letters, 2005.
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scientists may agree that the Earth’s temperature is always changing, 
there is tremendous disagreement and debate over whether humans are 
responsible for those changes. Climatology is a new science and there 
&-) (!"2%) 6'$"!%2&'%A) 2B.6%) /6'427"'%23) -$&"'%&=$) G6"-%&.'-<) 8!"+"'%&'()
scientists from knowing for certain what is causing current climate trends 
and accurately predicting future climate conditions.

:)P9K9)K"'2%")L'+&!.'7"'%)2'4)Q6B3&$)H.!>-)@.77&%%"")!"8.!%)&4"'%&="-)
700 prominent scientists who have publicly repudiated the alarmist 
position on global warming expressed by Al Gore and James Hansen.2 
Their ranks include experts in climatology, geology, oceanography, 
biology, glaciology, biogeography, meteorology, economics, chemistry, 
mathematics, environmental sciences, engineering, physics, and paleo-
climatology. They have signed a letter pointing out that climate change is 
a well-known natural phenomenon, and when changes are gradual, man 
*2-)2')237.-%)&'='&%")2B&3&%A)%.)2428%)2'4)"+.3+"9

More than 31,000 scientists in the United States have signed a petition 
-2A&'()N%*"!")&-)'.)$.'+&'$&'()-$&"'%&=$)"+&4"'$")%*2%)*672')!"3"2-")./)
carbon dioxide, methane, or other greenhouse gases is causing or will, in 
the foreseeable future, cause catastrophic heating of the Earth’s atmosphere 
and disruption of the Earth’s climate.”3

X6P187M'V1FP;7'X5;G5I6

The advocates of AGW say the United States must impose a devastating 
tax scheme to force industry to emit less carbon dioxide, thereby reversing 
the warming trend. This policy prescription is based on three assumptions: 
(1) that CO2 is the cause of changes in the Earth’s temperature; (2) that 
2),2!7"!)L2!%*),.634)B")B24)/.!)%*")832'"%M-)#.!2)2'4)/26'2<)&'$364&'()
humans; and (3) that humans are capable of controlling the temperature of 
the Earth.
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In reality, water vapor has more than twice the impact on temperature 
as atmospheric CO2, aided and abetted by other greenhouse gases, like 
methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). With CO2 representing just 
3.6 percent of greenhouse gases, by volume, and human activity responsible 
/.!).'3A)R9S)8"!$"'%)./) %*2%<),")$2')&'#6"'$").'3A)2) %&'A)8.!%&.')./) %*")
total greenhouse gases. Some studies have found CO2 levels are largely 
irrelevant to global warming.

The true believers in AGW base their case on a broad and weak correlation 
between CO2 and global temperature in the last half of the twentieth century. 
They cannot be sure which is cause and which is effect. Looking at much 
longer periods of the Earth’s history, it becomes clear that temperature 
increases have preceded high CO2 levels by anywhere from 100 to 800 
years, suggesting that higher temperatures cause CO2 levels to rise, rather 
than vice versa.

The only other time in history that temperature and CO2 levels were this 
low, together, was 300 million years ago.

There have been periods when atmospheric CO2 levels were as much as 
16 times higher than they are now—periods characterized not by warming 
but by glaciations. (See Figure 4.) 

You might have to go back half-a-million years to match our current level 
of atmospheric CO2, but you have to go back only to the Medieval Warm 
Q"!&.4<)/!.7)%*")%"'%*)%.)%*")/.6!%""'%*)$"'%6!A<)%.)='4)2')&'%"'-")(3.B23)
warming episode, followed immediately by the drastic cooling of the 
Little Ice Age. Neither of those events can be attributed to variations in 
CO2 levels.

Since CO2 is a relatively minor constituent of “greenhouse gases,” and 
human activity contributes only a tiny portion of atmospheric CO2, why 
have alarmists made it the whipping boy for global warming? Probably 
because they know how fruitless it would be to propose controlling other 
atmospheric drivers of climate—water, methane, and nitrous oxide—not 
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to mention volcanic eruptions, or ocean temperature, or solar activity, etc. 
So they wage war on man-made CO2, no matter how ridiculous it makes 
them appear.

Without the greenhouse effect to keep our world warm, the planet would 
have an average temperature of -18 degrees Celsius. Because we do have 
it, the temperature is a comfortable +15 degrees Celsius.

Other inconvenient facts ignored by the activists: Carbon dioxide is 
a non-polluting gas that is essential for plant photosynthesis. Higher 
concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere produce bigger crop harvests and 
larger and healthier forests —results environmentalists used to like.

=>?@AB'YD'V1FP;7'I5;G5I6'4;74672F18;79'57'206'12K;9J06F6'57'206'J192'4;5745I6I'<520'J6F5;I9';S'
MN14518;7D

Global Temperature and Atmospheric CO2 Over Geologic Time

Source: Temperature after C.R. Scotese http://www.scotese.com/climate.htm
CO2 after R.A. Berner, 2001 (GEOCARB III).
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There are legitimate reasons to restrict emissions of pollutants into the 
atmosphere. Recycling makes sense and protecting the environment is 
good for everyone. But we should not fool ourselves into thinking we can 
change the temperature of the Earth by doing these things.

T06'U59957M'BZ6429';S'?N;P1N'/1FK57M

For the past decade, according to highly accurate measurements taken from 
satellites, there has been no global warming. (See Figure 5.) Even though 
atmospheric CO2 has continued to accumulate—up about 4 percent in the 
82-%)TU)A"2!-E%*")(3.B23)7"2')%"78"!2%6!"),2-)#2%<)%*"')/"33<)2'4)7.-%)
recently rose again. That should raise obvious questions about CO2 being 
the cause of climate change.

According to the greenhouse theory used by those who believe in 
anthropogenic global warming, warming in the upper atmosphere should 
occur before any surface warming effect. But NASA’s data show that has 

=>?@AB'[D'\5M0NH'144LF126'9126NN526'K619LF6K6729';S'MN;P1N'26KJ6F12LF6'90;<'Q6FH'N5]N6'
<1FK57MD

Source: Roy Spencer, http://www.drroyspencer.com/latest-
global-temperatures/, last accessed January 27, 2010.
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not been happening. Interestingly, satellites and weather balloons actually 
have shown a slight decrease in average temperatures in this part of 
the atmosphere. The images shown in Figure 6 reveal that the expected 
N='("!8!&'%O)./),2!7&'()&')%*")688"!)2%7.-8*"!")&-)7&--&'(9

In spite of warnings of severe consequences from rising seas, droughts, 
severe weather, species extinction, and other disasters, the record shows 
3&%%3") &/) 2'A) "+&4"'$") ./) -6$*) "//"$%-9) H&%*) -$&"'%&=$) "+&4"'$") B"&'()
ignored, emotional arguments and anecdotal data are ruling the day. The 
media subjects us to one frightening image of environmental nightmares 
after another, linking each to global warming. Journalists and activist 
-$&"'%&-%-)6-")*6!!&$2'"-<),&34=!"-<)2'4)-%2!+&'()8.32!)B"2!-)%.)288"23)%.)
our emotions, not our reason. They are far more concerned with anecdotal 
observations of such things as melting sea ice inside the Arctic Circle than 
they are with understanding why it is happening and how frequently it has 
occurred in the past.

=>?@AB'^D'T06'_`7M6FJF572a';S'MN;P1N'<1FK57M'57'206'LJJ6F'12K;9J06F6'JF6I5426I'PH'4;KJL26F'
K;I6N9'59'1P9672'SF;K';P96FQ6I'26KJ6F12LF69D

Source: S. Fred Singer, Nature, Not Human Activity, Rules the Climate, 
Science and Environmental Policy Project, April 2008, p. 7.

Greenhouse‐model‐predicted  temperature  trends 
!"#$%$& '()*%+"&(,+&(')*%+"-&*./$& /$&01%#"&2345&6#78&
99:;& <==>?& @3& <A?& (,+& ('$7& (@@"(#$& /,& 5/1%#"& >& 76&
*."&B%##",*&#"@7#*3&C7*"&*."&/,B#"($"+&*"8@"#(*%#"&
trends in the tropical mid‐troposphere, in agreement 
('$7&D/*.&*."&E;99&#"$%'*&FE;99GHIJ&<==K?&@3>KAL3

By  contrast,  observed  temperature  trends  versus 
'()*%+"& (,+& (')*%+"-& *./$& /$& 01%#"& A3KM& 6#78& 99:;&
<==>?&@3&22>3&N."$"&*#",+$&(#"&O($"+&7,&*."&(,('P$/$&
76&#(+/7$7,+"&+(*(&OP&*."&Q(+'"P&9",*#"&(,+&(#"&/,&
177+&(1#""8",*&D/*.&*."&B7##"$@7,+/,1&R:&(,('P$"$3&
C7)B"&*."&(O$",B"&76&/,B#"($"+&*"8@"#(*%#"&*#",+$&
/,&*."&*#7@/B('&8/+G*#7@7$@."#"3
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A report by a team of 40 scientists from a dozen countries, released in June 
2009,4 found the following:

“The average temperature history of Antarctica provides no evidence 
of twentieth century warming.”

“The results of several research studies argue strongly against 
claims that CO2-induced global warming would cause catastrophic 
disintegration of the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets.”

“The mean rate of global sea level rise has not accelerated over the 
recent past. The determinants of sea level are poorly understood due to 
considerable uncertainty associated with a number of basic parameters 
that are related to the water balance of the world’s oceans and the 
meltwater contribution of Greenland and Antarctica.”

“[D]espite the supposedly ‘unprecedented’ warming of the twentieth 
century, there has been no increase in the intensity or frequency of 
%!.8&$23)$A$3.'"-)(3.B233A).!)&')2'A)./)%*")-8"$&=$).$"2'-9O

After warnings that 2007 would be the hottest year on record and a record 
year for hurricanes, we experienced, in 2008, the coolest year since 2001 
and, by some measures, the most benign hurricane season in the Northern 
Hemisphere in three decades.

Even though recent changes in our atmosphere are all within the bounds 
of the Earth’s natural variability, a growing number of people seem willing 
to throw away trillions of dollars on fruitless solutions. It’s ridiculous to 
allow emotional appeals and anecdotal data to shape our conclusions and 
&'#6"'$").6!)"D8"'4&%6!"-),*"') !"23) -$&"'$")2'4) %"$*'.3.(A)2!")2%).6!)
='("!%&8-9

Based on the seasonal and geographic distribution of any projected 
warming, a good case can be made that today’s temperature is not as 
B"'"=$&23)/.!)*672'-)2-)2),2!7"!),.!34)%"78"!2%6!"),.634)B"9
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E;N5841N'3456746

Comprehensive data about our biosphere are essential to understanding our 
climate and informing politicians to make the critical decisions required. 
We have two agencies to sense, measure, collect, analyze, reduce, and 
8!.46$")-$&"'%&=$)='4&'(-).')%*")B&.-8*"!"V)%*")W2%&.'23):"!.'26%&$-)2'4)
Space Administration (NASA) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA). 

Scientists are using data recently generated by NASA to understand the 
Gulf Stream warming mechanism and its effect on European weather. This 
will allow us to improve our models and produce better seasonal forecasts.

W:K:M-):G62) -2%"33&%") &-) $.'=!7&'() %*2%) %*")4.7&'2'%)(!""'*.6-")(2-<)
water vapor, works to counteract carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, 
information that is ignored by global warming alarmists because it 
contradicts an assumption used in all of their warming models. This is but 
one of many examples of “selective ignorance” displayed by the alarmists.

Policy efforts and the monitoring of international environmental agreements 
are doomed to failure without an adequate satellite system to furnish the 
data. But interagency wrangling and budgetary issues are crippling our 
satellite monitoring capability. As much as a third of our Earth-monitoring 
satellites will need replacing in the next couple of years.

NASA and NOAA are uniquely positioned to debunk the current hysteria 
over AGW but, unfortunately, they too appear to be caught up in the 
politics of global warming. Allowing their science to be politicized could 
destroy their credibility. One of the early alarmists about AGW was a 
NASA scientist, James Hansen. Hansen is a true believer who has been 
preaching AGW for 20 years, ever since he quit working on a model to 
prove global cooling. While giving hundreds of speeches and interviews, 
Hansen nevertheless insisted that the Bush administration was trying to 
“censor” him.
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No one in the mainstream media seems to care that Hansen is a long-
time political activist who preaches AGW even when NASA’s own data 
contradict him. Ideologues like Hansen are hailed as heroes and prophets 
by biased media, while those who dispute the latest popular wisdom are 
either ignored or ridiculed.

In today’s politically correct environment, many are reluctant to dispute the 
8.8632!),&-4.79)H*"')W:K:):47&'&-%!2%.!)?&$*2"3)F!&/='<)12'-"'M-)
boss and a distinguished scientist in his own right, attempted to draw a 
distinction between Hansen’s personal and political views and the science 
conducted by the agency, he was quickly forced to back off.

It is the true believers who, in the absence of supporting facts, try to silence 
their critics. When former NASA mathematician Ferenc Miskolczi wrote 
a paper pointing out that “greenhouse warming” may be a self-limiting 
process, he was not allowed to publish his work. Miskolczi had dared to 
question the simplifying mathematical assumption in the warming models 
%*2%) %*") 2%7.-8*"!"),2-) &'='&%"3A) %*&$>9)1")8.&'%"4).6%) %*2%),*"')A.6)
use the correct thickness—about 65 miles—the greenhouse effect might 
become moot. Miskolczi resigned in disgust and published his proof in the 
peer-reviewed Hungarian journal Weather.

E;N5841N'bM67I19

No matter what the latest science or temperature readings tell us about 
the true causes and consequences of global warming, AGW enthusiasts 
are embracing more regulation, greater government spending, and higher 
taxes in a futile attempt to control what is beyond our control: the Earth’s 
temperature. One of their political objectives, unstated of course, is to 
transfer wealth from rich nations to poor nations or, as the social engineers 
put it, from the North to the South.

At the Bali Conference on Climate Change in December 2007, the poor 
nations insisted that the cost to their countries of technology to limit 
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emissions and adapt to the effects of climate change ought to be paid 
/.!) BA) !&$*) '2%&.'-9)?.-%) 2'%&$&82%"4) 2),&'4/233) ./)7.'"A)#.,&'() &'%.)
their countries to develop technology or purchase carbon credits. In that 
scenario, selling allotments for CO2 emissions would provide a temporary 
B..-%)%.)%*"&!)$2-*)#.,<),*&3")-"+"!"3A)3&7&%&'()%*")"$.'.7&$)4"+"3.87"'%)
of countries purchasing the carbon credits.

The December 2009 Copenhagen Conference was an attempt to formalize 
just such a transfer of wealth, one that would be an economic disaster for 
the developed nations of the world. The real economic costs of this income 
redistribution in the United States would be huge. Various studies have 
forecast that the U.S. would lose between 3 and 4 million jobs, and the 
average U.S. family would lose $4,000 to $7,000 a year in income.5

Without the science to back up their wild forecasts and claims, and 
overwhelming evidence for natural temperature variation, proponents of 
AGW resort to the precautionary argument: “We must do something just 
in case we are responsible, because the consequences are too terrible if we 
are to blame and do nothing.” They hope to stampede government entities 
into committing huge amounts of taxpayers’ money before their fraud is 
completely exposed—before science and truth save the day.

Too many politicians are going along, some because they have deluded 
themselves into thinking they can eventually reverse global warming by 
stabilizing CO2 emissions, others more cynically to curry favor with the 
media or their political contributors.

0*"!") &-) $"!%2&'3A) '.) -$&"'%&=$) X6-%&=$2%&.') /.!) 2) -"3/C&78.-"4) 2'4)
cockamamie scheme of cap-and-trade that would raise energy costs, 
reward middlemen, and result in massive fraud. For a tiny fraction of the 
trillions of dollars such a system would eventually cost the United States, 
we could pay for development of clean coal, oil-shale recovery systems, 
and nuclear power, and have enough left over to maintain and upgrade our 
essential system of temperature-monitoring satellites.
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Understanding global warming and what, if anything, humans can do to 
2//"$%)&%)2!")-$&"'%&=$)G6"-%&.'-)%*2%)$2')B")2'-,"!"4).'3A)BA)-$&"'$")2'4)
-$&"'%&=$)42%29)Y"%)(3.B23),2!7&'()232!7&-%-)&'+2!&2B3A)%!A)%.)72>")%*"&!)
case by resorting to rhetoric, dogma, opinion, and emotion. The closest 
%*&'()%.)-$&"'%&=$)42%2)&')%*"&!)2!%&$3"-)&-)%*").$$2-&.'23)$*2!%)$32&7&'()2)
poorly understood correlation between atmospheric CO2 and the Earth’s 
temperature.

@.!!"32%&.') &-) '.%) $26-2%&.'9) Z.!) =+") A"2!-<)?&$*2"3) [9) L$.'.7&4"-<) 2)
professor of chemical and biomolecular engineering at the University of 
Houston, has had a standing offer of $10,000 for a single peer-reviewed 
paper showing causality between CO2 and increased temperature.6 
None exists! On the other hand, scientists who understand the Earth’s 
temperature—as much as it can be understood—rebut the alarmists with 
papers replete with facts, science, charts, and data tables.

With so many uninformed and misguided politicians ignoring the available 
science, our country’s priorities will drift away from hard science and tend 
toward decadence. The politicization of science is tantamount to killing 
it. It is our collective responsibility to champion the use of responsible 
science to inform politicians. 

There are hopeful signs that some true believers are beginning to harbor 
doubts about anthropogenic global warming. We can only hope the focus 
./)%*")4&-$6--&.')!"%6!'-)%.)-$&"'%&=$)"+&4"'$")B"/.!"),")*2+")8"!8"%!2%"4)
an economic disaster on ourselves and generations to come.
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